THE PHYSIOLOGICAL BASIS FOR LEARNING
INTRODUCTION TO THE BRAIN

WHAT DETERMINES HOW WE BEHAVE?
Tips for Teachers and Parents
Why do we behave the way we do? How can we best
help our children and ourselves behave more kindly
and with more compassion, for example? According
to the widely accepted model established by
Professor Paul D. MacLean, the human brain, which is
command central for our thoughts, behaviors, and
choices, consists of three sections that represent
increasingly more complex evolutionary purposes:




The Brainstem – The Lizard (Reptilian) Brain
regulates all basic bodily functions and
instinctual actions: flight, fight, or freeze.
The Limbic System – Called the Mammalian
Brain, this is our emotional processing center, also known as the home of our memories
and our ability to organize thought and emotion.
The Neocortex - The human brain handles all higher level thinking, plans, actions, ideas,
rational thinking, and self-analysis.

FLOOR MAP
FOR
MARCH OF THE PENGUINS – A BUS TOUR OF THE BRAIN
March of the Penguins (MoP) - Bus Tour of the Brain (Section 13: Stories in Motion (SiM)
p. 5, and State of Mind Game (Section 9: Take it Outside (TiO) p. 23) are fun and effective ways
to help build self-awareness, cultivate emotional intelligence skills, and teach tools for
recognizing the different physiological responses of the body related to the three primary levels
of cognition.
Prepare for these activities the week before you start the Unit 1: Body Lesson Plans using one
or both of the options below to create a floor map of the brain. This map must be large enough
for small groups of children to physically step into each distinct area of the brain during the
narration of the story or to play the game. Both activities kinesthetically engage children in the
three different “States of Mind,” which represent different levels of brain function.
Understanding these three different levels, and how they affect our actions and our ability to
communicate, are the primary goals of the curriculum.
After preparing the floor map, invite your students to explore y reading aloud MoP located in
the Section 13: Story in Motion page 5, or by using the music and narration on the Feelin’ Free
CD Trk #15.
Procedure: A permanent floor map that can be used multiple times is ideal. If time and space
are challenged an outdoor temporary floor mural can be easily created.
 Permanent Floor Mural - Draw the image below on a reusable white table cloth,
shower curtain, or sheet, using three different colored Sharpie Pens.
 Temporary Quick Floor Mural – Sketch a depiction of the Triune Brain below using
three different colored pieces of sidewalk chalk
Brain Stem –Reptilian - reflexive, automatic center
Mid-Brain - Limbic - emotional center
Neo-Cortex – Thinking - rational, executive center

